NEW HAMPSHIRE PROFILE OF STUDENT SUCCESS
PHI THETA KAPPA MEMBER COMPLETION AND TRANSFER

DEMOGRAPHICS

67% FEMALE
31 AVERAGE AGE
3.5 AVERAGE GPA
61% FEDERAL AID RECIPIENTS

TOP MAJORS

37% BUSINESS, POLITICAL SCIENCE, AGRICULTURE
ANNUAL SALARY: $80,680

21% NURSING, PHARMACY, ALL HEALTHCARE
ANNUAL SALARY: $75,464

14% SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, MATH
ANNUAL SALARY: $79,715

9% EDUCATION
ANNUAL SALARY: $48,343

7% ENGLISH, PSYCHOLOGY, SOCIAL SCIENCES
ANNUAL SALARY: $81,958

STUDENT SUCCESS

STUDENTS WHO COMPLETE THEIR ASSOCIATE DEGREES AND/OR TRANSFER TO A FOUR-YEAR COLLEGE

92% NEW HAMPSHIRE PTK
30% NEW HAMPSHIRE
38% UNITED STATES

52% COMPLETE A BACHELOR'S DEGREE OR HIGHER
2 AVERAGE NUMBER OF DEGREES EARNED
$74,486 AVERAGE MID-LEVEL SALARY